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Art Extremal Problem on v-Partite Graphs
J. NESETRIL, R. PANINSKI AND H. SACHS
Let r, t, and v be positive integers with 2.;; t « v. For a fixed graph G with t vertices, denote
by Fir, v, G ) the class of all e-partite graphs H with vertex classes Vi, IV;! =r (i =1,2, ... , v )
satisfying the following condition: For every t-subset {ih i2, . • • , i,} of {1, 2, ... , v} there exists a
subgraph of H isomorphic to G having exactly one vertex in each of the classes Vi" 'T = 1, 2, . . . , t.
Let cl(H ) denote the clique number of H , i.e, the maximum order of a complete subgraph of
H. We are interested in determining the value of the class parameter
Dir, v, G) = min cl(H ).
HerCr. v,G )
The main result is given the form of a Ramsey-type theorem (see Theorem 2.2). We shall show
that for fixed rand G, D(r, v, G) tends to infinity when v tends to infinity if and only if x(G)
(the chromatic number of G) is greater than r. Some results concerning D(r, v, K,), where K, is
the complete graph on t vertices, are also given.
1. INTRODUCTION
All graphs G considered in this note are finite and undirected without loops and
multiple edges. As usual, V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and of edges of
G, respectively. G' is a subgraph of G if V(G') ~ V(G) and E(G') ~E(G). cl(G) is the
clique number of G, i.e. the maximum order of a complete subgraph of G. An independent
set X ~ V(G) is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices. A graph G is said to be v-partite
with vertex classes Vi> V 2 , ••• , V v if V(G) is the disjoint union of Vi> V 2 , ••• , V v and
all Vi are independent sets of G. As usual, X(G) denotes the chromatic number of the
graph G. The complete graph on q vertices is denoted by K q ; the complete v-partite
graph (v> 1) with vertex classes Vb V2 , • • • , Vv and Ivd = r, is denoted by K'..'2. .. .. 'u.
Let r, t, and v be positive integers with 2 ~ t ~ v. For a fixed graph G with t vertices
denote by Ftr, v, G) the class of all v-partite graphs H with vertex classes Vi, IVi1=r
(i = 1, 2, ... , v) satisfying the following condition:
(A) For every t-subset {it. i2, • •• , i,l of {1, 2, . .. , v} there exists a subgraph of H
isomorphic to G having exactly one vertex in each of the classes V iTo T = 1, 2, ... , t.
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for any H E Ftr, v, G). For r1=rz=... =rv =r, clearly, Krl.r2 .....rV E F(r, v, G), thus
max cl(H) = v.
HEr(r.v.G)
But what about the minimum clique number of graphs in Ftr, v, G)? In what follows
we shall obtain some results on this class parameter
D(r, v, G):= min cl(H).
HEr(r.v.G)
2. SOME GENERAL STATEMENTS ON D(r, v, G)
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ifx(G)~r then D(r, v, G)~x(G).
PROOF. By definition of D(r, v, G) it suffices to specify a graph H* E Tir, v, G) with
cl(H*)~X(G). Consider the disjoint vertex sets vt. V!, ... , V~ with IVfl=r U=
1,2, , v). For i = 1, 2, ... ,v, colour exactly X (G) vertices of vf with the colours
1,2, , X(G) (each colour being used) and connect two vertices by an edge if and only
if they have different colours and are in different sets vr. vi (there are edges between
coloured vertices only). Denote the resulting graph by H*. For j E {1, 2, ... ,X(G)}, there
is in each of the classes vf U= 1, 2, ... , v) exactly one vertex having colour j.
Therefore, it is not too difficult to see that H* E I'tr, v, G) with cl(H*) =x(H*) =X(G).
Now let X(G»r (G and r fixed); the main question is whether or not D(r, v, G)
remains bounded when v tends to infinity. The answer is given by:
THEOREM 2.1. For given rand G, the following two statements are equivalent:
(a) D(r, v, G)-+oo as v -+00,
(b) x(G»r.
Because of Proposition 2.1 all we have to prove is that (b) implies (a). We shall even
prove something extra, namely, the following Ramsey-type theorem
THEOREM 2.2. Let q ~ 2 and r be positive integers and G a graph with t vertices satisfying
x(G) > r. Then there exists a smallest integer W(r, q, G) such that for w ~ W(r, q, G) every
graph HE Fir, w, G) has the following property:
Assume that the vertices of H are coloured with colours 1,2, ... , r in such a way that
any two distinct vertices of the same vertex class Vi U= 1, 2, ... , w) have distinct colours
(as for the rest, the coloration is arbitrary). Then H contains a monochromatic complete
subgraph with q vertices.
Before proving Theorem 2.2 let us recall the following variant of Ramsey's celebrated
theorem [2] (see e.g., [3]):
For any I integers qll q2, ... , q/ ~ 2 there exists a smallest integer R (l)(qll q2, ... , q/)
such that for all integers n ~R (l)(qll q2, ... , qd the following holds: Let X be an arbitrary
set with n elements and let C ll C2, ... , C/ be a partition of the set of all 2-subsets of X.
Then, for some i E {1, 2, ... , I}, X contains a qi-subsetX' with all of its 2-subsets being
in C;
PROOF OFTHEOREM 2.2. Put w ~R(r+1)(t, q, ... , q). Let H E Ftr, w, G) and assume
that the vertices of H are coloured as explained in Theorem 2.2. Then we denote by x ~
UE {1, 2, ... , v}, P E {1, 2, ... , r}) the unique vertex x E Vi having colour p.
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ASSERTION. H contains a monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to Kq•
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From this assertion Theorem 2.2 immediately follows. For the proof, define a partition
of a1l2-subsets of {1, 2, ... , w} into classes Co, C h ..• , C, as follows: For k E{1, 2, ... , r}
let{i,j}E Ck iff {x~, xDEE(H) and {x~, x~}eE(H) for v = 1, 2, ... ,k -1. Let {i, j}E CO
iff {i, j}eU:=1 CIL'
Since w ~R(r+1\t, q, ... , q) there exist a K E{O, 1, ... , r} and a set A ~{1, 2, ... , w}
such that all of the 2-subsets of A are in C" and IA I=q if K f= 0 or IA I= t if K = O. Since,
by hypothesis, X (0) > r, the case K = 0 cannot occur. Consequently, the q vertices x ~
with LEA form a complete subgraph in H and (according to our notation) all these
vertices have the same colour K. This proves our assertion.
3. SOME RESULTS FOR THE SPECIAL CASE 0 ==.Kt
Define rer, v, t):= Fir, v, K t ) and D(r, v, t) :=D(r, v, K t ) .
3.1. SOME EASILY OBTAINABLE RESULTS. Since cl(Kt ) = t, we have from relation-
ship (1)
t «Dtr, v, t)"z;; v.
The following inequalities are immediate.
D(r, v, t) »Dtr + 1, v, r),
D(r, v, t) <Dtr, v, t + 1),
D(r, v, t) «Dtr, v + 1, t) «Dtr, v, t) + 1.
Applying Proposition 2.1, we obtain from relationship (1')
PROPOSITION 3.1. If r~ t then D(r, v, t) = t.





PROOF. By relationship (1'), D(2, v, v -1) ~ v -1. Therefore, it suffices to specify a
graph 0' Er(2, v, v -1) with cl(O') = v-1.
Consider the disjoint vertex sets V~, V~, . . . , V~ with IV; I= 2 (i = 1, 2, ... , v). Colour
the two vertices in V; (i = 1, 2, ... , v) distinctly with the two colours i and i + 1 if
1 "z;; i e:v - 2, with v -1 and 1 if i = v -1 and with 1 and 2 if i = v. Now connect two
vertices by an edge if and only if they are in different sets V;, Vi and have different
colours (see Figure 2). It is easy to see that the resulting graph 0' satisfies 0' E
re2, v, v -1) and cl(O') =v-1.
PROPOSITION 3.3. D(r, v, t) = v if and only if r = 1 or t = v.
PROOF. Clearly, if r = 1 or t = v then D(r, v, t) = v. By (2) and (3) we obtain from
Proposition 3.2 that, for v ~ 3, D(r, v, t) < v for all integers r, t with r ~ 2 and 2"z;; t < v.
Therefore, if D(r, v, t) = v then r = lor t = v.
Thus the problem of determining D(r, v, t) is nontrivial only if 1< r < t; in this case
Theorem 2.1 shows that, for fixed rand t, D(r, v, t) tends to infinity when v tends to
infinity.
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3.2. UPPERBOUNDS FORD(r, v, t) INTwo SPECIAL CASES. In what follows we shall
assume that rand t are given integers satisfying certain conditions and study D(r, v, r)
as a function of v.
Essential use will be made of a well-known theorem of P. Hall [1] (see, e.g. [3]):
(H) Let :1'= (St. S2, ... , Sm) be a finite family of arbitrary sets. :1' has a transversal
ti.e., a system ofdistinct representatives) ifand only if, for k = 1, 2, ... , m and all k-subsets
{it. i2 , ••• , id£{1, 2, ... , m},
IS · uS· u' .. us. I;::. k11 12 lk·
Further, it is convenient to define
'P,(v):= min{d e 1\1: v 0;;; (~)r}
where 1\1 is the set of all positive integers. It can easily be proved that:
for r(r;v)<vo;;;r(r+:+1), )
'P,(v) is constant, name~,
'P,(v)=r+v+1 (v-O,1,2, ...),
which shows that 'P,(v) is a very slowly increasing function.
THEOREM 3.1. For 20;;; r < v, D(r, v, r +1) 0;;; 'P,(v).
(5)
(6)
PROOF. Let d* =min{ d e 1\1: v 0;;; (J r} (i.e., d* = 'P,(v» and let v* =( d
r*) r; clearly
v 0;;; v*. We shall show that
D(r, v*, r+1)o;;;d*. (7)
Theorem 3.1 will then immediately follow from inequalities (4) and (7).
To prove inequality (7) we shall construct a graph G* E Ftr, v*, r +1) with cl(G*) 0;;; d",
For this end, let Vt. V 2 , • • • , Vv* be pairwise disjoint sets of vertices with 1\7;1 = r (i =
1,2, ... , v*) and put V* = VI U V 2 u· .. u Vv *' The elements of V* are given colours
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1,2, ... , d" in such a way that for each r-subset J ={it, h, . .. ,j,} of {I, 2, ... , d*} there
are exactly r disjoint sets V 1(J), V 2(J), . . . , V'(J), elements of {Vt, V2, ••• , Vv ' } , such
that in each of them the r vertices obtain the colours it, h, . . . .i.. this is possible since
v* =(~*)r.
Two vertices of V* are connected by an edge if and only if they have different colours
and belong to different sets Vi. Clearly, the resulting graph G* satisfies cl(G*)"';;;d*. Let
C, denote the class of all vertices of G* having colour i (j = 1, 2, . . . ,d*) and let
S, := {j E {I, 2, ... ,d*}: Vi n C, ~ 0}
(i =1, 2, . . . , v "). In order to prove that G * E r (r, v *, r +1) it suffices to show that
(B) for each (r+ I)-subset I ={it, i2, ... , i,+1} of {I, 2, ... ,v*}, the family ~1 =
(Sit' Si2' ... , SiHl) has a transversal.
For, if (Sit' Si2 , ••• , Si H .) is a transversal of ~[, then, for p =1, 2, ... , r +1, in Vip there is
a vertex X p having colour S ip and since these colours are pairwise distinct, the vertices
Xt, X2,' .. ,X,+l are pairwise adjacent and thus span a complete subgraph in G*. The
choice of I c: {I, 2, ... , v *} being arbitrary, G* has property (A) with t = r + 1, v = v *.
For the proof of (B) we make use of (H): since Isd = r (i = 1, 2, ... , v*) all we have
to show is that
IS· u s · u · ' · u S· I;;;.r+l'1'2 Ir+l
for every set {it, i2, ... , i,+l}£ {I, 2, . . . ,v*}. But that is certainly true since, according
to our colour assignment, among any r + 1 of the sets Vi there are two the 2r vertices
of which are coloured with more than r colours.
Before formulating the next theorem we need some preparation.
Define
g(r):= min{n EN: n +r < Z"]
(r =2,3,4, ...). It is easy to see that
for ZV-1 - (v - l ) ",;;; r < 2v - v, ]
g(r~ is constant, namely, g(r) =v
(v - 3, 4, 5, ...).
Further, for r;;;' 3,
[log, rJ+ 1",;;; g(r)",;;; [log, r ] + 1.
(8)
(9)
(C) For the integers r,p ;;;. 2 with r +p > 4, let T,.p denote the set of all ordered r-tuples
(at, a2; ... , a,) where apE {O, 1, ... ,p -I}.
(D) Define k(r, p) to be the smallest positive integer k such that in T,.p there are k
pairwise distinct r-tuples (a:t, a:2, .. . , a:,) (K = 1, 2, ... , k) satisfying
PROPOSITION 3.4.
r
L I{afp, a!p, ... , atp}l<k.
p=l
(10)
k(r, p) =r +g(r) + 1 (r,p;;;.2,r+p>4).
(Notice that k (r, p) does not, in fact, depend on p.)
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PROOF. Let (a ~ l. a~2" .. , a~r) (K = 1, 2, ... , k ) be any k pairwise distinct r-tuples
of Tr,p and put A' = [a~p](K = 1, 2, ... , k; p = 1, 2, ... , r). Let a; (i = 1,2, ... , p) denote
the number of those columns of A' which contain exactlyi pairwise distinct elements
from {O, 1, . . . , p -1}. Then, clearly,
r p
L i{a ~p, a ~p, . .. , a ~p }i = L ia ;.
p=l i=l
Further, let B denote the set of all ordered p-tuples a = (a l. a2, ... , ap) where the ai
are nonnegative integers satisfying
p
(a) L a , = r,
;= 1
p p
(b) L ia, < IT r-.
i=l ;=1
Put £T (a) = L~=l ia; It is not difficult to see that
k (r, p ) = min £T (a) + 1.
aEB
The hypotheses r, p ;;.2, r +p > 4 imply that (0, 0, ... , 0, r) E B, hence B is not empty
and, therefore, the above minimum is well defined. Let rand p be fixed and define B
to be the subset of B consisting of all those a = ( a l. a 2, . .. , ap) with all of the a ; equal
to zero except either for exactly one (say a v ) or for exactly two neighbouring ones (say
a v, a v+1)'
Let a D= (a~, a ~, ... , a~) E B be chosen so that
£T (ao)+ 1 = min £T(a)+ 1 = k(r, p ).
a EB
Let the subscripts A,IL be defined by a~=a g=·· '=aL1 =0, a~>O, a~>O, a~+l =
a~+2 = ... =a~ =0.
° •If a eB, then IL >A + 1. Put





for i = A + 1, IL -1, if A + 1 :I' IL -1;
for i = A + 1, if A + 1 = IL -1;
a? for i :I' A, A+ 1,1L -1, IL.
. 1 1 1 1) d ( 0) (1)Then, obviously, a = (a l. a 2, " . ,a p E B an £T a = £T a .
If a 1 eB, then we can repeat the above operation (starting from a 1 and resulting in
( 2), and so on, showing that there is an a q E B such that
£T(aq ) + 1 =£T(ao) + 1 = min £T(a) + 1 = k(r, p).
U EB
We distinguish two cases:
(a) r =2, p ;;.3. An easy calculation shows that, for a E B, £T(a) attains its minimum
for a = a *:= (0, 1, 1, 0, ... ,0); thus
k(2, p) =£T(a*)+ 1 = 6 = 2+ g(2 )+ 1.
(b) r > 2, p ;;.2. Then, as an easy consideration shows, £T (a ) attains its minimum on
the set
B={(m, n, 0, . . . , 0): m, n E~; m +n = r, m +2n <2"}cB.
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Hence,
k (r, p ) == min CT (a ) + 1
aEB
== min{m +2n: m +n = r, m +2n <2"}+ 1
==min{r+n : r +n <2" }+ 1
== r+ g(r)+ 1.
Proposition 3.4 is now pro ved.
THEOREM 3.2. For 2:os; r < i « r + g(r) :os; v,
D (r, v, t ) :os;rrv l/rl .
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(11)
PROOF. By virtue of inequality (3), it suffices to prove inequality (11) for t = r + g(r)
only.
First we prove:
(E) Let p and r be positive integers, where r, p ;;,: 2 and r +p > 4. Then
D (r, p' , r+ g(r )):os; rp.
Notice that, under the above conditions on rand p, pr> r + g(r), i.e. , D (r, p', r + g(r))
is well defined. We shall construct a graph G* E Ftr, v'. r + g(r)) with cl(G*):os; rp. For
this end, put p r = V *, let VI> Vz, . . . , Vv • be pairwise disjoint sets of vertices with IViI== r
(i = 1, 2, . .. , v *), and put V * = V I U Vz u · .. u Vv . ' The elements of V* are given
colours 0,1 , ... , rp-1 in such a way that for each r-tuple (ail' aiZ" ' " air ) E Tr.p (see (C))
the re is precisely one Vi (i E {I , 2, .. . , v *}) whose r vertices are pairwise distinctly
coloured with the r colours (p -l )p +ajp, p = 1, 2, . . . , r; such a coloration exists because
of v* =pr= ITr.pl. For j = 0, 1, .. . , rp -1, let C, denote the class of all vertices of V*
having colour j (for the case r =2, p == 3, see Figure 3).











Connect two vertices of V* by an edge if and only if they have different colours and
belong to different sets Vi' Ob viously , the resulting graph G* is v*-partite with vertex
classes VI> V z, . .. ,Vv • and, at the same time, rp-partite with vertex classes
Co, C I , . . • , C rp-l . Consequently, using rp < v* ,
cl(G*) :os;rp. (12 )
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Our coloration defines a (1, Ll-mapping
f: {Vt, V2, , Vv>}~ T"p,
where f(V;) = (ail, ai2, ... ,ai')' i = 1,2, , v*. For i = 1, 2, ... ,v*, let
Si> {j E {a, 1, ... ,rp -1}: Vi n C, ~ 0}.
Put t* = r +g(r).
In order to prove that G* E Fir, v*, t*) it suffices to show that
(B') for each t*-subset I ={it, i2, ... ,it>} of {1, 2, ... ,v*}, the family [fir =
(Sil' Si2' ... , Sit') has a transversal.
From this we conclude (quite analogously as in the proof of Theorem 3.1) that
G* E Ttr, v*, t*). This, in connection with inequality (12), proves the assertion (E). For
the proof of (B') we make use of (H) (the Hall theorem).
Let k E{I, 2, ... , t*} and let {it, i2, ... , id be an arbitrary k-subset of {1, 2, ... , v*}.
Having in mind the mapping f and counting the colours used for colouring Vii u Vi2U
... U Vik , we obtain
,
ISi,USi2u· .. USikl = L I{ai,p, ai2P" .. , aikP}I·
p=l
Because of Proposition 3.4, k ,;;;; t* = r +g (r) = k (r, p) - 1, implying
,
L l{ailP' ai2P' ... , aikP}1 ;;.k
p=l
(recall the definition of k (r, p); see (D)). Thus ISil u Si2 u· .. u SiJ;;. k. Therefore, (H) is
applicable, proving (B'). (E) is now proved. From (E), Theorem 3.2 is derived in the
following way: for a given v;;.r+g(r), let p= rv1/'l; then o e p', and by virtue of
relationship (4),
D(r, v, r+ g(r)),;;;;rp = r rv1/'l.
This proves our assertion.
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